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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Dawson Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Mr Garry Sheen

Principal

School contact details

Dawson Public School
Stuart Rd
Dharruk, 2770
www.dawson-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
dawson-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
9625 9031
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School background

School vision statement

Dawson Public School is committed to creating a safe, respectful, flexible and caring environment that empowers
students to discover, acquire and articulate skills as a life–long learner.

Students will demonstrate independence, creativity and collaboration enabling them to be a well–functioning member of
an evolving society.

We are committed to providing equal opportunity and inspired teaching to engage students and develop a sense of
belonging.

School context

Dawson Public School was established in 1972. Enrolments average 360 students P–6. Twelve percent of enrolments
are Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and forty–one percent have a non–English speaking background.
Dawson Public School is the first appointment for the majority of our staff. Our staff has a number of temporary teachers.

The school is committed to building a student centred environment where they are positively contributing to their own
learning and the school culture.

Dawson Public School is committed to providing quality education for all students with a particular focus on raising
outcomes achieved in literacy and numeracy. The school receives additional funding under the Early Action for Success
initiative which enables the school to employ two Instructional Leaders (one school funded) to build teacher knowledge
and pedagogical practices across the school. The school also receives additional funding to support student needs,
provide up to date resources and innovative technologies to support learning.

We provide many opportunities for students to participate in sporting, performing arts, visual arts and leadership
programs. The school has a strong and active student representative council. Students are given opportunities to make
decisions, build individual character and promote social responsibility and respect for others within a safe and caring
environment.

Dawson Public School is welcoming and friendly and values community involvement and participation. It is set on a large
site which is attractive and well maintained.
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Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework and participated in an external
validation. The framework supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear
description of high quality practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading. During the external
validation process, an independent panel of peer principals considered our evidence and assessment of the school's
progress, aligned with the standards articulated in the School Excellence Framework.

The results of this process indicated that in the Learning domain, the school's on balance judgement based on the
evidence produced suggests we are Delivering. There is a school wide commitment to build the educational aspirations
and ongoing performance improvement throughout the community. The school is committed to providing accurate and
regular information to parents on their child's academic, social, emotional and behavioural progress. New processes
such as Parent/Student/Teacher Goal Setting and parent workshops have strengthened partnerships with parents
and students and supports clear improvement aims and planning for learning. Our students are learning to articulate and
demonstrate the strategies they are learning as well as communicate their learning goals with their families. Our
Learning and Support programs demonstrate how the wellbeing of every student is explicitly supported by identified
staff and that the needs of all students are explicitly addressed in teaching and learning programs. Our PBL team has
identified the need to improve our current data entry practices for student behaviour referrals and in response purchased
Sentral, reformed the PBL team to re–establish consistent whole school processes and practices to reflect the voice of
the whole school community, to enable reliable data to inform whole school decisions, initiatives and innovations. There
is a school wide commitment to use student feedback to monitor and refine a whole school approach to wellbeing and
engagement to improve learning. Our SRC have been instrumental in revamping the playground activities and
structures, as well as organising discos and selecting awards. These student led changes are having a positive impact
on student learning and engagement. In the area of curriculum, we are moving towards Sustaining and Growing as
the school regularly monitors and reviews its curriculum provision to meet the changing requirements and needs of the
students. The school has responded to internal and external student performance data highlighting the shift away from
the L3 pedagogy to the implementation of an agreed upon 'quality literacy block' that incorporates the explicit teaching
of phonics. Writing was also identified through staff and student data analysis as an area of need. Professional learning
and ongoing support through instructional leadership, both inside the classroom and through IL Conferences is a part of
our weekly practices. In Numeracy our programs focus on teachers differentiating curriculum delivery to meet the needs
of students at different levels of achievement, including adjustments to support learning or increase challenge. In the
area of assessment, teachers routinely use evidence of learning, including a range of formative assessments to inform
their teaching, adapt their practice and meet learning needs of students. The external validation process has identified
there is a school wide need to use summative data to identify student learning and validate formative assessment
practices. In addition, the development of a whole school assessment timeline has also been identified as a need to
support teachers' consistent, evidence based judgement and moderation of assessments. The school is also making a
concerted effort to inform and engage our parent community on what and how well their children are learning. Termly
curriculum overviews and goal setting opportunities, as well as curriculum parent workshops are evidence of this.
The school also monitors and reviews its curriculum provision to meet the changing requirements of the students. This is
evidenced through the development and implementation of the Robotics program, STEM extension lessons, Life Skills,
Song Room, Deadly Arts and Sports in Schools Australia.

In the Teaching domain, the school's on balance judgement based on the evidence produced suggests we are
Sustaining and Growing. The school has developed processes that enable teachers to implement the most effective
explicit teaching methods in the area of Literacy and Numeracy. Processes such as IL Conferences has enabled the
development of teachers' skills in data literacy, improved consistent teacher judgement and built upon their knowledge
of the syllabus and learning progressions. This has led to rich conversations about teaching practices and strategies to
improve student learning at the point of need. During these IL Conferences, student data is regularly used school wide to
identify student achievement and progress. The data, and student work samples, are used to reflect on teacher practices
and informs future teaching strategies. The IL provides shoulder to shoulder support to implement these strategies in the
classroom. Currently, our Instructional Leaders are working with our teachers to provide and elicit feedback that informs
their teaching, as well as using meta language that enables students to articulate their learning through the use of
learning goals in literacy and numeracy. The introduction of a formal Coaching and Mentoring school wide process is
also building on a culture of collaboration and feedback to inform and sustain quality teaching practices across the
school. This whole school approach is supporting the achievement of teachers' Professional Development Plans by
building a professional learning culture focused on continual improvement to improve student learning outcomes. This
process collects data that links to the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers, identifies specific curriculum areas
where support is needed and elicits feedback to inform practice, as well as informing school leaders of the emerging
professional learning needs of our staff. Learning and Support also demonstrates how the leadership team, teachers
and support staff use student progress and achievement data to monitor and inform lesson planning to support the
learning needs of all students at their point of need. It also clearly demonstrates how support is provided to teachers
ensuring optimum learning occurs. Whilst Positive Behaviour for Learning demonstrates there is a school–wide
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approach to creating a positive learning environment, there is also evidence that suggests recent changes in leadership
and staff movement has 'watered down' the once consistent PBL processes and practices at our school. The external
validation process, along with staff feedback data, identified the need to redevelop a consistent, student centred
approach to create learning environments that are well managed within a consistent, school–wide approach so that all
students can engage in productive learning with minimal disruptions that supports quality teaching practices. Student
Engagement highlights how the school identifies and draws on expertise within its own staff to trial innovative or
evidenced–based, future–focused practices. The newly created Robotics program and STEM extension lessons
demonstrates how the school is utilising expertise and innovative practices to further engage and motivate students to
improve student learning outcomes.

In the Leading domain, the school's on balance judgement based on the evidence produced suggests we are
Delivering. The school leadership team is committed to developing a culture of high expectations and community
engagement to sustain whole school improvement. IL Conferences and Coaching and Mentoring processes have
been implemented to build a professional learning community focused on continuous improvement of teaching and
learning. These sets also highlight how whole school professional learning is used to facilitate whole school
improvement. This is particularly evident in the implementation of MAD4Maths, Number Sense, Synthetic Phonics,
and Writing. This also demonstrates how the leadership teams supports change, based on internal and external data
that leads to improvement in teaching and student outcomes. Whilst our external data is yet to show a shift in student
outcomes in all areas, the implementation of MAD4Maths and Number Sense activities has improved numeracy growth.
Our internal data is also showing signs of student growth in the area of phonics, multiplication and Early Arithmetic
Strategies as a result of the interventions and programs put in place by the school. The school uses Google Forms and
iPads to elicit information from the community which clearly show how the leadership team regularly measures
community satisfaction from parents and students and shares the analysis and actions in response to the findings with
the community . This is further evidenced by the changes made to our playground in response to the SRC and parent
feedback, as well as the improvements made to our communication processes, parent workshops, goal setting
evenings, student leadership opportunities and phone calls home to inform the parents of students who are
receiving an award at assembly. The leadership team have aligned resources strategically to achieve improved student
outcomes and high quality service delivery. The success of the programs implemented rely on the deployment of staff
and financial management to facilitate the learning needs of students and teachers to create an effective learning
environment. The school leadership team understands that the school plan is at the core of continuous improvement
efforts. As a result of this external validation process, and the analysis of staff and student internal and external data, the
school has identified the need to revise our 2018–2020 School Plan. To ensure the leadership team embeds clear
processes, with accompanying timelines and milestones, Strategic Direction teams need to be formed with staff aligned
to the newly identified processes and practices, as well as budgets and school resources allocated to support the
successful implementation. All staff need to be a part of the school wide, 5 weekly milestone monitoring process to
evaluate and track the progress towards achieving annual goals and improvement measures. This process will support
the development of a distributive leadership culture and builds a strong pipeline of leaders as it values the input and
involvement of all staff members by promoting and supporting leadership opportunities.

Our self–assessment and the external validation process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further
improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

LEARN

Purpose

To create a student centred, positive school environment where every student is engaged in relevant and personalised
teaching and learning programs and feels valued and empowered to positively contribute to the culture of the school.

Overall summary of progress

The following progress in Learn has been made this year;
 • Collective stage planning and curriculum conferences were refined to ensure student centred learning and best

practice, collaborative programming, relevant teaching practices and feedback were embedded.
 • Professional learning was developed on explicit feedback.
 • Colleagues Sharing Practice and Coaching and Mentoring structures developed and communicated to ensure all

staff are supported in their professional development.
 • Student data used to create extension groups in literacy, numeracy and STEM were offered to ensure all students

were actively engaged in personalised, relevant and engaging curriculum.
 • Relaunch of Positive Behaviour for Learning based on student, staff and community feedback and input. There is a

real focus on embedding a student centred system that promotes a culture where students positively contribute to
the school. Student leadership and social skills programs developed.

 • A focus on building an educationally connected community. Goal setting evenings and parent forums created to
engage families in their child's learning and the school.

 • Promoting and celebrating student success. Improved structures to promote student learning using the Skoolbag
application, newsletters and at assemblies have been embedded.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

A decrease in student behaviour
referrals (major) and suspensions
(School Based Data 2018 –
2020)

$30 000

(Sentral software, PBL
reward days, new student
certificates and awards,
student prizes, signage)

Positive Behaviour for Learning program has been
redeveloped to ensure all students have
opportunities to positively contribute to the school.
New data software was purchased to assist
teachers could consistently and effectively
communicate inappropriate behaviours to staff and
parents and carers. Suspensions has gone up this
year as a whole based on last year, however with a
consistently implemented PBL program occurring
across the school, this should decrease in the
coming years.

Students have positive
relationships with their peers and
teachers (TTFM)

$10 000

(SRC, Student Leadership
programs and courses, new
playground equipment,
discos)

There is a renewed focus on student leadership and
student voice. This is creating an environment
where students believe they can positively
contribute to the culture of the school. TTFM data
suggests 91% (state norm 83%) of students display
positive behaviour at school. 89% are interested
and motivated (state norm 78%). 85% of students
have a positive sense of belonging (state norm
81%)

Next Steps

 • Use PBL data to drive initiatives and innovation (including engaging playground spaces, playground programs,
reward days, check in systems) to further promote positive behaviours and improve student learning and
engagement.

 • Promote student learning to parents at home via the use of technology (digital portfolios)
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 • Create more leadership opportunities for students and actively involve them in the decision making process (SRC,
Student leadership team, Peer Support, Peer Play, playground programs)

 • Continue to focus on building an educationally connected community (parent workshops, open classrooms)
 • Professional learning in the use of Learning intentions and success criteria to enable student articulation of

learning
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Strategic Direction 2

TEACH

Purpose

To create a collaborative school culture where formative and summative data is used expertly to inform and improve
teaching strategies, provide explicit feedback ensuring students have a clear understanding of how to improve.

Overall summary of progress

As an EAfS school we pride ourselves on constantly reviewing structures to ensure our students are engaged and staff
are inspired. Our achievements in Teach this year, are:

 • Instructional Leader structures changed to maximise the expertise of the IL in classrooms working alongside
teachers.

 • Additional IL employed (school funded 3–6) to ensure all teachers, K–6 are provided with expert support to
improve their teaching.

 • Writing PL was created based on staff feedback and surveys. Staff worked collaboratively to unpack the writing
process and focused on the importance of developing individual student goals.

 • Phonics professional learning occurred across the school to to build teacher capacity and understanding and was
embedded as a part of a quality literacy block K–6.

 • A quality literacy block for Dawson was created. Teacher expectations were collaboratively developed and
communicated with all staff.

 • Semester 2 student report layout was modified, based on staff and community feedback, to provide parents with
more information about their child's learning and experiences at school.

 • Termly Celebrations of Learning were introduced to positively promote and celebrate the work that teachers do on
a daily basis.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Increase the number of students
in the top two bands from year 3
to year 5 by 7%.

$70 000

IL AP employed to support
Year 3–6 teachers

$10 000

Phonics PL

$140 000

Additional teachers

$10 000

Professional Learning

Internal data shows an improvement in numeracy
and writing. This is yet to be seen in NAPLAN. The
introduction of Reciprocal teaching and the
employment of an additional 3–6 IL is making
significant shifts in teaching and student
engagement. Extension classes were offered from
Semester 2 this year in order to ensure all students
are provided with instruction at their point of need.

Increase the average Year 3
NAPLAN percentages in the top 2
bands (based on last 5 years) by
7%.

$140 000

Additional Teachers
(Extension groups, STEM,
social skills, LaST)

Internal data is now being used to examine student
growth across all levels. This data is used to
develop programs that ensure all students are
engaged in quality lessons that cater for the needs
of all students.

Next Steps

 • Develop a whole school assessment and reporting schedule (assessment team developed)
 • Develop and use summative assessments to support and validate formative judgements
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 • Create proformas that collect student assessment data for  analysis that informs teaching practice (and explicit
teaching)

 • Provide opportunities for parents to see how literacy and numeracy is taught in their child's classroom (linked to
student goals, explicit feedback and articulation of learning)

 • Teacher professional learning on explicit feedback and student articulation of learning
 • Review Instructional Leader Conferences
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Strategic Direction 3

LEAD

Purpose

To create a distributive leadership culture where all staff members have a collective responsibility to lead initiatives and
programs focused on continuous improvement of teaching and learning.

Overall summary of progress

Progress in Lead this year has focused on developing the following structures across the school:
 • a Performance and Development cycle for all staff members that is supported through ongoing feedback,

professional collaborative conversations and shoulder to shoulder support to improve teaching strategies and use
of student data to improve student outcomes. Structures such as Shared Practice, Coaching and Mentoring and
Instructional Leadership Conferences are now embedded across the school strengthening and validating the PDP
process.

 • Performance and Development goals were collated to target professional learning to the needs of the teachers.
and PL was offered in accordance to this and the achievement of the school's improvement measures.

 • Parent, student and teacher Goal Setting implemented to celebrate and promote student learning across the
school community.

 • Future leaders have been identified and have attended professional learning sessions to build their leadership
capacity.

 • Beginning teacher and induction programs are being developed to ensure all teachers, at every stage of their
careers are supported and valued.

 • Redevelopment of the school plan to meet the identified next steps from the external validation process.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

A professional learning
community that is focused on
continuous improvement of
teaching and learning is
established.

$140 000

QTSS (Coaching and
mentoring, shared practice
and exec release)

$21 000

Beginning teacher support

This year saw the introduction of Coaching and
Mentoring (linked to the achievement of PDP
goals), and shared practice. These practices were
established to support the identified needs of staff
members who expressed the desire for more in
class support. TTFM data in the area of Leadership
demonstrates leadership practices at 7.6 (state
norm 7.1). Working with Shared Services, the
school developed a induction and beginning
teacher program that focuses on support and
collaborative practices to create a professional
learning community focused on continuous
improvement.

Distributive instructional
leadership is evident, creating a
culture of effective,
evidenced–based teaching and
ongoing improvement so that
every student makes
measureable learning progress.

$10 000

Professional learning

Planning days have been introduced termly to
enable stage teams to collaborate and discuss
student data, teaching practices and syllabus
content. This is ensuring that support staff are
supporting students at need and programs are
being developed explicitly. Whole school milestone
monitoring meetings also occur termly to track the
progress each team has made towards their end
year goals. This is empowering all staff and creating
a culture of shared accountability and responsibility
to ensure one years growth for every student every
year.

Next Steps
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 • Coaching and Mentoring structures to be aligned with QTSS ensuring that all teachers receive ongoing support
and feedback throughout the Performance and Development cycle.

 • Introduce Colleague Sharing Practice to build a collaborative, supportive, professional and positive learning
community.

 • Dawson PS PDF whole school process developed and communicated
 • Instructional leadership will occur at every level across the school (staff aligned to areas of school plan – budgets

allocated and milestones developed)
 • Future leaders identified and provided with opportunity and support/mentors
 • 5 weekly data presentations and analysis
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $35455 Dawson Public School employs a part time
Aboriginal school learning support
officer(ASLSO) to assist Aboriginal students
with achieving their PLP goals. All Aboriginal
students set learning goals each term in
consultation with their teachers and parents.
This year this has been linked to our Goal
Setting afternoons. PLPs are collected and
checked for goals and progress each term. All
students and staff participated in NAIDOC
celebrations. Resources were purchased to
support these celebrations. As a part of this
celebration, an Aboriginal artwork was
created by all students and is now on display
in the school hall. Our Aboriginal students in
years 2–6 participated in a program run by
volunteers from Aboriginal families support
services at Anglicare. The children engaged
in music, art and cultural lessons to learn
about Aboriginal culture and develop pride in
their identity.  A plan is in place to have an
Aboriginal mural painted on the walls around
the K–2 courtyard. This will be a collaborative
effort with an Aboriginal artist and the whole
school community. Our Aboriginal preschool
students were also supported by an SLSO by
Ngroo who worked alongside preschool
teachers to further develop early literacy and
numeracy skills as well as link outside
agencies and support services to their
families.

English language proficiency $51 680 In 2018, EAL/D students were assessed and
phased using the EAL/D Scales and Learning
Progression Tool. Students considered for
support were based on phases and were
grouped across the stage for classroom and
withdrawal support. Beginning Phase
students, received intensive literacy sessions
weekly for half an hour, which focused on
literacy concepts including language
development and writing. This aimed at
helping them develop appropriate skills in
order to succeed within their classroom.
Students have progressed and gained
confidence in speaking, listening and writing,
increasing their English language proficiency
and positively impacting their participation
and engagement in learning.

Low level adjustment for disability $207 144 In 2018, Student Learning Support Officers
were employed to support classroom
teachers with implementing effective literacy
and numeracy programs. SLSOs worked
closely with classroom teachers to provide
individual support for students, as well as
work with a targeted group of students to
enhance and support learning. 100% of
SLSOs identified 3–5 professional learning
goals, and implemented a targeted plan
through professional learning as well as
working collaboratively with classroom
teachers. SLSOs were appointed to specific
students in the playground. Their focus was to
engage students during break times, and
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Low level adjustment for disability $207 144 help them develop appropriate social skills.
This, along with the introduction of playground
initiatives, has resulted in a decrease in the
number of behaviour referrals for particular
students, and students having positive
interactions with others in the playground.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

$59 032 QTSS provides our executive teachers with
an additional 2 hours a week to work
alongside and support their team members.
Through feedback, we have developed a
Coaching and Mentoring structure that allows
each executive member to support the
individual needs of each team member. This
time is used to discuss teaching strategies,
offer demonstration lessons, provide in class
support in the way of coaching, or simply
provide time to promote professional
conversations on an area of need or of their
choice, linked to the achievement of the
PDPs. This process is ensuring all staff
members, at every stage of their
development, are being supported in their
professional development whilst continually
building a supportive culture of continuous
learning and collective efficacy.

Socio–economic background $499 513 Additional teachers and school learning
support officers have been employed to
supplement and strengthen teaching and
learning programs, as well as meet the
diverse learning needs of the students. This
includes both support and extension
programs, including STEM, Robotics and
social skill programs.

There has also been a big push to develop
consistent PBL practices across the school in
building and promoting a positive school
culture. Social skills programs have been
developed, playground initiatives, new
certificates and reward systems including
reward days have been introduced. SLSOs
were employed to support literacy and
numeracy programs and provide increased
individual and targeted support to students. A
speech pathologist was contracted one day
per week to support students requiring
speech and language support. Additional
resources were purchased to support literacy
and numeracy programs.

Support for beginning teachers $13 786 Beginning teachers are provided with an
additional hour for planning purposes and an
additional hour of support from a chosen
mentor. Our beginning teachers have worked
collaboratively to identify their areas of need
and this, along with a the school beginning
teacher program which was codeveloped by
the school and the Shared Services team,
has been implemented to ensure our
beginning teachers are highly skilled and
supported across all areas of the school.

Early Action for Success $159 272 As a part of the Literacy and Numeracy
Strategy 2017–2020, Dawson PS has a 2
Instructional Leaders at the school. Apart
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Early Action for Success $159 272 from leading K–6 professional learning in
Literacy and Numeracy at the school, the
instructional leaders have mentored staff in
establishing quality mathematics, writing,
reciprocal reading and phonics (focus areas
identified by the school) programs. Teachers
have had the opportunity for professional
dialogue with the instructional leader to
analyse student work samples. All teachers,
K–6 (with the inclusion of a school funded 3–6
Instructional Leader) meet with the
instructional leader twice a term for collegial
analysis of student work samples (case
management), to discuss teaching strategies
to be implemented and analyse data.
Teachers are developing an understanding of
the Literacy and Numeracy progressions,
using this knowledge to track and support
student growth. Teachers have engaged in
consistent teacher judgement conversations
in to a develop a shared understanding of
grade and stage expectations, using the
syllabus as a guide. Outcomes from these
discussions as well as formal and informal
assessment data were used to identify
students needing support to achieve grade
level outcomes. A range of data and teachers'
knowledge of the students and how they
learn, has been vital in the decision–making
process regarding the support provided to
students to enable them achieve grade
outcomes. Throughout the year there have
been flexible forms of learning support
provided in the school, targeting a range of
students' learning needs. Examples are
one–on–one intervention, small group
targeted intervention, withdrawal and in–class
support in both Literacy and Numeracy
provided by support teachers as well as
SLSOs. In addition, Early Stage 1 and Stage
1 (as well as stage 2 and 3) teachers have
participated in intensive training in a phonics
program which has been implemented in
response to student reading and spelling
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 164 155 162 160

Girls 143 138 141 129

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 90.9 92.5 90 89.2

1 86.9 92.3 89.1 88.1

2 90.7 92.5 90.8 89.7

3 92.5 93.1 90.5 91

4 93.8 91.3 92.1 90.1

5 92.1 93.4 91.2 92.8

6 91.2 92 89.3 92.2

All Years 91.1 92.4 90.4 90.4

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.4 94.4 94.4 93.8

1 93.8 93.9 93.8 93.4

2 94 94.1 94 93.5

3 94.1 94.2 94.1 93.6

4 94 93.9 93.9 93.4

5 94 93.9 93.8 93.2

6 93.5 93.4 93.3 92.5

All Years 94 94 93.9 93.4

Management of non-attendance

Dawson Public School works closely with parents
through open communication via email, letters, and
face–to–face meetings to strongly encourage students
to be at school on time every day ready to start
lessons. New Kindergarten parents receive Department
of Education (DoE) fact sheets at the start of each year,
stipulating attendance expectations and these are
regularly included in whole school newsletters. Mid way
through the year we started advertising in our
newsletter the classes with highest percentage of
attendance and started a termly reward system for
these classes. Teachers closely monitor class
attendance through the use of Sentral which is
uploaded weekly onto the the DoE electronic roll

marking system known as EBS4. Staff are diligent in
applying the DoE School Attendance Policy to ensure
students attend regularly and on time. The school has
been working closely with the Home School Liaison
Officer to implement strategies in communicating the
importance of students being at school on time.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 3

Classroom Teacher(s) 13.24

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.42

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 1.4

Teacher Librarian 0.6

School Administration and Support
Staff

4.92

*Full Time Equivalent

The Australian Education Regulation, 2014 requires
schools to report on Aboriginal composition of their
workforce. In 2018, there was 1 permanent staff
member of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander descent
employed at Dawson Public School.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 0

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

In 2018, all staff participated in regular professional
development. These sessions included:
 • English – writing and phonics
 • Maths/Numeracy
 • English as Additional Language/Dialect
 • Technology
 • Science and Technology Syllabus Implementation
 • Positive Behaviour for Learning (PBL)
 • Ongoing professional learning in line with

personal goals through Coaching and Mentoring
and Shared Practice
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An Aspiring Leadership program was established in
2018 to create a strong pipeline of leaders and a
professional learning network. An experienced staff
member acted as a mentor to these aspiring leaders
which validated this authentic professional learning
experience.

Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 493,593

Revenue 3,874,647

Appropriation 3,798,540

Sale of Goods and Services -12,183

Grants and Contributions 83,479

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 4,810

Expenses -3,740,571

Recurrent Expenses -3,740,571

Employee Related -3,298,546

Operating Expenses -442,025

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

134,076

Balance Carried Forward 627,669

The school finance committee is responsible for
assisting the principal in strategic financial planning and
reporting across all budget areas. This is done in
accordance with the Public Finance and Audit act 1983
and DoE policy. The school budget aligns to the goals
identified in the school plan. Flexible school funds have
been used to employ additional staff to support student
learning. Funds have also been expended on the
upgrade of school facilities, equipment and resources
with Positive Behaviour for Learning and Technology
being major focuses.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 2,167,911

Base Per Capita 61,878

Base Location 0

Other Base 2,106,033

Equity Total 793,792

Equity Aboriginal 35,455

Equity Socio economic 499,513

Equity Language 51,680

Equity Disability 207,144

Targeted Total 143,228

Other Total 608,030

Grand Total 3,712,960

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

In spelling, we have more students in both Year 3 and
Year 5  achieving in the top two bands then in previous
years. In reading and writing, we have a greater cohort
of students performing in the middle bands.
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In numeracy, the majority of our students in Year 3 and
5 are achieving in the middle two bands.
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The My School website provides detailed information
and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go
to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access the school
data.

The State requires addition reporting for Early Action
for Success. Data is collected on all Kindergarten, Year

1 and Year 2 students and is entered in PLAN. Entries
are made for the aspects of Reading, Writing,
Comprehension, Forward Number Word Sequences,
Numeral ID, Early Arithmetical Strategies and where
appropriate Place Value.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Last year, our Year 4, 5 and 6 students and many
parents completed the online Tell Them Me Survey.
This years results are a wonderful representation of the
hard work and commitment our students, teachers,
leaders and community members are making on
developing a positive, student centred culture, focused
on creating productive and positive learning
environments for everyone. The results from the
surveys completed in Term 1 (student survey) and in
the previous year (parent survey), have been included
so you can see the growth and improvement that we
are making.

There is an area where we are below NSW government
average. This is a real focus area of ours and has been
embedded into our school plan. Strategies that we are
currently redeveloping to address this area is our
Positive Behaviour for Learning framework. Positive
Behaviour for Learning is a student centred program
that explicitly teaches our students how to be a Safe,
Respectful, Cooperative and Responsible learner in all
areas of the school. It also uses data to respond to the
needs of our students. We have recently developed
social skills programs and peer led programs that
promote student leadership and positive peer
relationships.

The Tell Them From Me teacher survey suggests that
our leadership practices are above NSW state norms.
These show that the leadership team are providing
support when needed during stressful times and they
help to create a collaborative environment focused on
support and continuous improvement. Teachers also
feel they set high expectations and feel confident in
monitoring learning goals for individual students.
Teachers feel they require additional support in
consistent teacher judgement.
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Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Dawson Public School has an active Aboriginal
Education committee to promote a positive and
inclusive school culture and support the learning of our
Aboriginal students. All class teachers develop
personalised learning plans (PLPs) in consultation with
the children's parents or caregivers. In 2019 members
of the Aboriginal education committee will deliver follow
up professional learning to the staff in the 8 ways
framework, which is a NSW Department of Education
initiative that allows teachers to include Aboriginal
perspectives by using Aboriginal learning techniques.
All students in the school participated in NAIDOC
celebrations which enhanced their knowledge of
Aboriginal history and culture. All Aboriginal students in
Years 3–6 had the opportunity to attend Koori Kids.
This is a Gulyangarra Yellamundie Aboriginal Program
where Aboriginal cultural learning is offered. At Dawson
Public School through weekly sessions during school
terms, children learn about their Aboriginal background
and heritage through storytelling, song (in Darug
language), art, craft, painting and local language.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

At Dawson Public School there are many students
whose families originate from countries around the
globe. Every day is a celebration of our cultural
diversity and history and is supported by a culturally
inclusive curriculum and teaching programs that
promote intercultural understanding and skills. A
number of identified students were supported in the
school by an English as an Additional Language or
Dialect (EALD) teacher in Literacy and Numeracy. In
2018, the multicultural committee ran a very successful
Multicultural Day to promote understandings of culture
and cultural diversity and strengthen relationships
between the school, parents and community members
from culturally diverse backgrounds. During the day a
'Colour Run' was held to highlight 'All the Colours of the
World'.

Our school has a designated, Anti Racism Contact
Officer to promote anti–racism initiatives across the
school. They have received ARCO training.
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